We Are One

BCACCS Annual Provincial
Training Conference Program
September 29 – October 1, 2022

WELCOME
Welcome to the 2022 BCACCS Provincial Training Conference. Our title this
year, “We Are One”, strengthens the message that we will stand together to
recognize the second National Day for Truth and Reconciliation and consider
what is needed to create a better future for our children. As we acknowledge the
impacts of a colonial past, we will also consider what is needed to move forward,
together, in a good way. With a goal to transform and decolonize we will reflect
on and take stock of what needs to evolve, in ourselves, in our systems, and in
our communities so we can act and make meaningful change.

MARY TEEGEE,
BOARD PRESIDENT

As educators, we know that the road to change is embedded in how we
nurture our children. We must transform our practice to find better ways to
ensure that they have access to culturally rich, safe, healthy education and care
opportunities. We must commit to taking care of their spirit and reinforcing
their identities as peoples of this land, peoples with a rich history and deep
knowledge. Our children are the hearts of our communities and the hope for our
future, if we act together, we can create a just society for the generations ahead.
So, join us this year in imagining a new future together.
We will dream, laugh, dance, and sing for joy to be gathered as one.
We thank the volunteers and sponsors who make this important event possible.
Mussi cho,
Mary Teegee, President
Karen Isaac, Executive Director

KAREN ISAAC,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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SPEAKERS
DR. EVAN ADAMS KEYNOTE Sept 29, 2022
Dr. Evan Adams is well known in Indigenous communities and is a member of
the Tla’amin (Sliammon) First Nation, near Powell River, BC.
This actor/playwright/producer turned-physician is best known for his role as
Thomas Builds-The-Fire in the film Smoke Signals (1988), as Seymour Polatkin
in The Business of Fancydancing (2002) and his part in Lost in the Barrens (1990).
His acting career also includes roles in television including The Beachcombers,
Da Vinci’s Inquest, Neon Rider, These Arms of Mine, Da Vinci’s City Hall, The L
Word and Wolf Canyon.
In addition to his impressive acting career Dr. Evan Adams is a family physician.
After completing his medical degree at the University of Calgary he did his
residency at the University of British Columbia (UBC), where he focused on
Aboriginal health at the St. Paul’s Site of the UBC Family Practice Residency
Program in Vancouver. In 2009 Dr. Evan Adams received his master’s degree in
public health from Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland. He was
the first person to fill the role of Aboriginal Health Physician Advisor in the Office
of the Provincial Health Officer in BC, a position he held from 2007 to 2012. He
then served as Deputy Provincial Health Officer from 2012 to 2014.
Since 2014 Dr. Evan Adams has been Chief Medical Officer with the First Nations
Health Authority in BC; in this capacity he works closely with government
partners on population and public health issues. He is engaged in ongoing health
care system transformation initiatives and is proud to bring forward wellness
directives generated by First Nations communities. With more than 30 years of
experience as a motivational speaker, Dr. Evan Adams offers perspectives from
Indigenous realities, academia, medicine, and the performing arts.

DR. CHERYL WARD KEYNOTE Sept 30, 2022
Dr. Cheryl Ward, EdD, MSW, RSW, is Kwakwaka’wakw from northern Vancouver
Island and a member of the ‘Namgis First Nation. She is the former Executive
Director, Indigenous Health, Provincial Health Services Authority, and the
developer of the San’yas Indigenous Cultural Safety Training Program.
Her leadership in Canada has shaped understandings of anti-Indigenous
racism and how related harms can be addressed as part of broader system
transformations.
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SPEAKERS
RAY THUNDERCHILD KEYNOTE Oct 1, 2022
Ray G Thunderchild is Cree from the Thunderchild First Nation in Saskatchewan.
He is a fluent Plains Cree speaker and is a Cree translator for the APTN Network.
He is a very accomplished actor and has been in many TV, Movie and
Documentary productions. These include: Supernatural, Blackstone - 5
seasons, Tin Star - 2 season, Pathfinder, Alice I Think, Artic Air, Resident Alien,
the list endless. Ray, or as many know him by ‘Bigfoot” is well known for his
great sense of humour which he shared as he toured as a stand-up Comedian
once. He actively volunteers in BC and back home, sharing his knowledge of
culture, teachings, and what it means to “walk in a good way”. He’s well known
on the “powwow trail” as a drummer, singer, and MC. Ray was an Elder for the
Indian Residential School Survivors Society and worked tirelessly to assist
those that needed him. He is passionate about supporting and advocating for
survivors as well as educating those who want to learn more about the history.
Ray never turns away a request for help within Indigenous communities. His
education background is in counselling, youth justice, and he is a Certified Life
Skills Coach. He prides himself on being a good role model for not only his own
children and grandchildren but for all Indigenous youth.
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SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE
DAY ONE
Sept 29

DAY TWO
Sept 30

DAY THREE
Oct 1

Breakfast
7:30 - 8:30 AM

Breakfast
7:30 - 8:30 AM

Breakfast
7:30 - 8:30 AM

Opening Ceremony
8:30 - 10:30 AM

Opening Ceremony
8:30 - 10:30 AM

Opening Ceremony
8:30 - 10:00 AM

Health Break
10:30 - 11:00 AM

Health Break
10:30 - 11:00 AM

Health Break
10:00 - 10:30 AM

Morning Workshops - A
11:00 AM - 12:30 PM

Morning Workshops - D
11:00 AM - 12:30 PM

Morning Workshops - G
10:30 AM - 12:00 PM

Lunch
12:30 - 1:30 PM

Lunch
12:30 - 1:30 PM

Lunch
12:00 - 12:45 PM

Afternoon Workshops - B
1:30 - 3:00 PM

Afternoon Workshops - E
1:30 - 3:00 PM

Afternoon Workshops - H
12:45 - 2:00 PM

Health Break
3:00 - 3:30 PM

Health Break
3:00 - 3:30 PM

Cultural Sharing
2:00 - 2:30 PM

Late Afternoon Workshops - C Late Afternoon Workshops - F
3:30 - 5:00 PM
3:30 - 5:00 PM

We Are One

Conference Closing
2:30 - 3:00 PM
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GUESTS
VERONICA GHOSTKEEPER GEROW EMCEE
Veronica is a member of the Driftpile Cree Nation in Alberta. She has lived in
British Columbia her whole life and currently resides in the Ts’il Kaz Koh traditionally territory. She has worked for over 20+ years in the Indigenous economic development environment in various formats. Veronica has worked with
BCACCS since 2015. First as the conference coordinator, then as administrative
support to many of their programs. For the past two years, she has worked
with the Indigenous Early Learning Child Care Framework Implementation
team as one of their Contract Administrators. It brings her great pleasure to
see so many Indigenous nations and organizations working diligently to build
strong foundations for the seven generations to come.

SHANE POINTE TERRITORY WELCOME
Shane is from the Pointe family and is a proud member of the Musqueam and
Coast Salish people. He is a highly respected Musqueam community member,
ceremonial traditional speaker, and cultural educator. He provides protocol
and ceremonial guidance for many cultural events – locally, nationally and internationally.

EUGENE HARRY (XIQUELEM) PRAYER AND CEREMONIES
Eugene Harry (XiQuelem) has been the Cultural Advisor at BCACCS since 2007.
He is a member of the Cowichan Tribes, and a Shaker Church Minister in Squamish First Nation; and also works at Vancouver Native Health. Eugene provides
general spiritual and cultural guidance for our agency, and since April 2009, he
has also shared culture and language teachings at Eagle’s Nest and Singing Frog
AHS Preschools.
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GUESTS
ELDER VERL FERGUSON
Respected Elder Verl Ferguson is Cree from the Beaver Lake Cree Nation in Alberta. She is a beloved mother, grandmother, and respectful Elder in the lower
Mainland. She is Passionate about helping and supporting Indigenous children
and their parents. Verl understands the struggles that many Indigenous parents
endure and works to advocate for them. You will often find Verl in a daycare or
preschool storytelling to the children. Verl’s strength is her resilience, her kindness, and her genuine caring nature. She is very approachable for guidance and
sharing her wisdom for anyone that needs her. Parents and youth will often seek
her out for the teachings and cultural knowledge that she is so willing to share.
Verl is also an expert beader and has been practicing this art since she was a
young girl. She teaches many classes and workshops on it. She has been a cultural counsellor with the Fraser Region Aboriginal Friendship Centre Association
in Surrey for many years, however she often volunteers for many other organizations that need her.

We Are One
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SESSIONS DAY 1

HYBRID STREAM

Sept 29, 2022 Morning 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM

A1

PART 1 - THE IMPORTANCE
OF TRADITIONAL FOODS IN
EDUCATION

Discussions around how traditional foods influence culture and
how food is the framework for the Indigenous way of life.

ROOM: TBA & ONLINE
JARED QWUSTENUXUN
WILLIAMS
Father, Husband, Indigenous Foods Activist, Traditional Foods Knowledge Keeper, Award Winning Writer.

A2

PART 1 - STANLEY PARK
FIELD TRIP*: TALKING
TREES & STORYTELLING
ROOM: TBA
CANDACE CAMPO
CEASE WYSS
Extra Fee $25

Join us for a day of cultural learning on the land. The morning will
be spent with Talaysay Tours in a rich cultural outdoor experience.
Our Indigenous Cultural Guides will share with you our ancient and
contemporary stories, legends and Indigenous ways of living. The
afternoon will be spent learning with Cease Wyss and learning from
stories. Lunch provided on-site by Mr. Bannock. Please only sign up
for one field trip over the course of the conference in order to share
these unique opportunities with as many delegates as possible.

Candace’s ancestral name is xets’emits’a (to always be there). She started Talaysay Tours in 2002.
Trained as an anthropologist and school teacher, sharing outdoor education and culture was a
dream made possible by growing up on the land and being taught the stories and history of her
people by her parents and elders in the community. Candace is a head kayak guide, storyteller and
educator-facilitator. During the school season, Candace enjoys working with both educators and
students teaching First Nations history, ecology, kayaking, canoeing, cultural protocols, art.
Cease Wyss’ diverse heritage includes Skwxwu7mesh, Sto:lo, Irish-Métis, Hawaiian and Swiss. An
artist, she has extensive experience producing various formats of media art for almost 30 years,
and works as an ethnobotanist with traditional training by Indigenous elders. Wyss combines
culturally focused teaching with storytelling as a means to share knowledge.
She recently co-authored Journey to Kaho’olawe, covering more than two centuries of the Kanaka
family’s migration to the Pacific Northwest coast, and was also a recipient of the City of Vancouver
Mayor’s Arts Award for film and new media in 2010.
Among her long list of artist residencies and presentations is the Stanley Park Environmental Art
Project, where she helped create public artworks after a storm devastated Stanley Park in 2006.

We Are One
*Please only sign up for one field trip over the course of the conference in order to share these unique
opportunities with as many delegates as possible.
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SESSIONS DAY 1
Sept 29, 2022 Morning 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM

A3

BUILDING RESILIENCE IN
CHILDREN & ADULTS
ROOM: TBA
KAREN LE SAGE

Workshop description: Participants will learn how they can support
children who have experienced adversity and help all children
build resilience to past, present, and future adverse experiences.
Participants will learn: * to recognize symptoms trauma and
resilience * how to offer immediate support to children if they
become upset and dysregulated, using the wellness skills of the
Community Resiliency Model * how to have their own self care
practices to build their resilience and prevent compassion fatigue

Karen has over 25 years of experience working with children from birth to nineteen years of age in
childcare and community settings. Throughout her career her focus has been on inclusion for all
children. She is a licensed Early Childhood Educator, Infant/Toddler Educator and Special Needs
Educator. She is a certified Community Resiliency Model® Teacher, Hanen Learning Language and
Loving It® Teacher and MEHRIT Centre Shanker Self Reg® Facilitator. Karen is passionate about
creating safe spaces where all children are welcome, and she uses skills from these certifications
and lived experiences to achieve inclusion for all.

A4

JOY, WONDER & PLAY:
LEADING THROUGH
CONNECTION
ROOM: TBA
WENDY KENWARD

In the Early Childhood Education field, we are responsible for the
health, well-being, positive growth and development of our future
generations – the children! The weight of some of the challenges
we face on a day-to-day basis can be overwhelming, and sometimes
staff can feel tired, undervalued and drained. Let's change that!
In this workshop we will explore hands-on ways you can build
connections with your team to engage and excite them and help
motivate them to show up for work every day.
We will explore how to bring JOY, WONDER, and PLAY into the adult’s
world. We will reflect on the process of building up your team and
this can impact the overall success of your program.

Wendy believes that the capacity for developmental change comes from building strong genuine
relationships with people in our communities and throughout the world. She works from a place
of authenticity - being vulnerable and organic in her approach to community development. Wendy
feels each one of us brings value and unique contributions to the story and each person should be
provided the space and time to contribute to the dialogue. Wendy is a committed to exploring how
she can use her passion and knowledge to participate fully in the world, and in creating impactful
and innovative social change.

We Are One
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SESSIONS DAY 1
Sept 29, 2022 Morning 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM

A5

UNDERSTANDING THE
WORLD THROUGH
NATURE SKETCHING
& MAKING NATURE
PIGMENTS
ROOM: TBA
MAGGIE CHOW

Learning how to see and reclaim your ability to observe. In this
workshop, Maggie will encourage you to explore nature and
reimagine the outdoors through the lens of human connection.
One of the keys to developing a closer connection with nature is
enhancing your powers of observation and wonder. Using sketching
as a tool for observation, reflection, imagination, and as a means
to understand yourself and make the connection between the land.
Maggie will share her practice in sketching anywhere outdoors with
young children. Activities to encourage Sketching and Mark-making
in Early year setting. Also, discover how to make your own natural ink,
nature paintbrush and setup an outdoor art studio. Participants will
develop confidence and understanding of the power of sketching
and the stage of work in process as a cognitive activity.

Maggie, from Arts and Play Society, has been serving the community with inspired art programs for
over 30 years. She uses Art to promote well-being and create a space for social connection. She is an
active member of Expressive Arts Therapy Association, Holistic Arts Based Program and Bateman
Nature Sketch program to promote eco-literacy and an inspired appreciation of the natural world.

A6

IELCC FUNDING AND
SHOWCASING COMMUNITY
SUCCESSES
ROOM: TBA
JEANNE LEESON
LISA FENTON

Facilitators will provide an introduction and overview of the funding
streams available through the Indigenous Early Learning and Child
Care Framework Initiative. Guest speakers from community will
share their journeys and successes regarding the projects they have
had funded through this initiative. Participants will have a chance to
ask questions, brainstorm, and learn more about how to access the
funding for their own programs

Jeanne is originally from Nova Scotia, and is grateful to live, work and play on Coast Salish
territory. She has more than 20 years’ experience working in the child care sector, including child
care, outreach, and program coordination. Jeanne supports the communities of the Vancouver
Coast, Fraser, and Interior.
Lisa is Métis and is a thankful visitor on the WSANEC territory. She has been working with children
and families for over 19 years. Lisa holds a BA in Child and Youth Care from UVIC and practiced as
an Early Childhood Educator/infant Toddler Educator for 15 years. Lisa supports the communities
of Vancouver Island and is the Program Coordinator.

We Are One
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SESSIONS DAY 1

HYBRID STREAM

Sept 29, 2022 Afternoon 1:30 - 3:00 PM

B1

PART 2 - THE IMPORTANCE
OF TRADITIONAL FOODS
IN EDUCATION

Description and bio same as A1.

ROOM: TBA & ONLINE
JARED QWUSTENUXUN
WILLIAMS

B2

PART 2 - STANLEY PARK
FIELD TRIP: TALKING
TREES & STORYTELLING
ROOM: TBA

Description and bio same as A2.

CANDACE CAMPO
CEASE WYSS

B3

PART 1 - FASD AND
SUPPORT STRATEGIES
ROOM: TBA
AMY BOBB
LISA LOTHIAN

In this workshop, we hope that you will gain a deeper understanding
of the brain and how FASD impacts cognition, decision making and
behaviours. In addition, we hope to offer different ways to work
with those affected. Support strategies will be shared to offer how
caregivers and support workers can promote positive environments
where children can feel safe, empowered, and accepted.

Amy is a Registered Social worker and Certified Play Therapist in Surrey BC. She is the owner of
Little Village Play Therapy where she offers play therapy support and advocacy to children and
their families.
Lisa works in private consultation and facilitation and is also a manager in programming with
youth justice, substance use, treatment, and homelessness. Lisa’s background in psychology and
as a Mental Health First Aid facilitator has supported women and children for over 15 years.

We Are One
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SESSIONS DAY 1
Sept 29, 2022 Afternoon 1:30 - 3:00 PM

B4

THE JOY OF PLAY-BASED
LEARNING
ROOM: TBA
WENDY KENWARD

Children learn about the world around them through hands on
exploration and experiences. Play provides the opportunities for
children to engage in hands on exploration of the world; to test
theories, learn cause and effect, explore curiosities and expand their
knowing about the world.
With a better understanding of the benefits and function of PLAY,
we can then expand our toolbox and provide more positive playbased learning experiences. As well, with a strong understanding of
the importance of play, we can promote to families the importance
of play has in children’s development.
In this workshop we will explore the concept of “PLAY” and what it
means to us as Early Childhood Educators. We will explore our own
understanding of our value systems and what play means to us as
adults. How does our view impact our professional practices? How
can we shift to more play-based approach that is child-led, and
builds on the interests and strengths of the children?
This workshop will be hands on, play based and fun!

Bio same as A4.

B5

CALMING THE STORM:
SENSORY REGULATION FOR
CHILDREN & FAMILIES FROM
A WHOLISTIC APPROACH
ROOM: TBA
RONA STERLING-COLLINS

The purpose of this workshop is to provide positive ideas for selfregulation for children and families. The Strategies are positive, fun
ideas to try out with children to help with regulation and routines.
The facilitator will also talk about adult stress, especially during
COVID. She will provide a brief overview to children and youth with
mental health challenges, signs to watch for and resources available
in B.C. There will an opportunity for questions and discussion at the
end of the presentation.

Rona Sterling-Collins, Quist’letko of the Nlha’kapmux Nation. I am married with two children and
one granddaughter. Our son has autism, which has challenged me to become an advocate for him
and Indigenous children and adults with developmental disabilities. I have a Master’s Degree in
Social Work. I started a Consulting Business in 1996, Rona Sterling Consulting and currently work
as an Indigenous Consultant supporting children, families and communities. I strive to approach
my life from a wholistic perspective and I am dedicated to the wellness and advancement of
Indigenous children and families.

We Are One
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SESSIONS DAY 1
Sept 29, 2022 Afternoon 1:30 - 3:00 PM

B6

BC’S NEW JORDAN’S
PRINCIPLE SERVICE
ENHANCEMENT MODEL
ROOM: TBA
ISC POLICY TEAM
BCACCS HUB TEAM

We Are One

Have you heard of the new Jordan’s Principle Service Enhancement
Model? Join the BCACCS Jordan’s Principle Hub Team and the
Indigenous Services Canada Jordan’s Principle BC Regional Team
to learn more about how you can connect First Nations children and
families to important services and supports.
Jordan’s Principle is a child-first principle, named in memory of
Jordan River Anderson, a young boy from Norway House Cree Nation
in Manitoba, to ensure First Nations children get the services they
need when they need them. Requests for funding under Jordan’s
Principle can help with a wide range of health, social, and educational
needs, including the unique needs that First Nations Two-Spirit and
LGBTQQIA children and those with disabilities may have.
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SESSIONS DAY 1
Sept 29, 2022 Late Afternoon 3:30 - 5:00 PM

C1

ROOTS OF EMPATHY
AND SEEDS OF EMPATHY
– THE POWER OF OUR
“TINY TEACHERS” AND
UNDERSTANDING CHILDREN’S
BEHAVIOR THROUGH THE LENS
OF TEMPERAMENT

HYBRID STREAM

ROOM: TBA & ONLINE

DARCY MORGAN
DEBRA PHILLIPSON

Imagine having a “Tiny Teacher”, a baby, support the development of
empathy in students 5-13 years old around a Roots of Empathy “Green
Blanket” in an elementary school classroom or younger children 3-5
years old around a Seeds of Empathy “Lavender Blanket” in childcare
centres. Imagine children learning about their feelings and the feeling
of others and how to build healthy friendships through observing the
loving attachment relationship between a baby and parent. Join us
in an inter-active and engaging workshop to learn more about these
programs and how you can become involved. The Roots of Empathy
program is delivered by a volunteer Roots of Empathy Instructor and
the Seeds of Empathy program is delivered by childcare educators
in the Centre. A volunteer parent and baby is recruited from the
local community. This session will also include a workshop on
understanding children’s behavior through the lens of temperament.
Our time together will be informative, inspiring, and fun!

Darcy is an ECE who lives, works and plays on the unceded and traditional territories of the Coast
Salish peoples – sḵwx̱wú7mesh (Squamish), sel̓íl̓witulh (Tsleil-Waututh), and xʷməθkʷəy̓əm
(Musqueam) nations. She has been working with Roots of Empathy since 2011. Prior to this she had
been with Eagles Nest Aboriginal Head Start through BCACCS and Journeys of the Heart through
Hulitan Family and Community Services Society.
Debra is a dedicated professional and volunteer with a background in health and wellbeing. She
lives in Burnaby, British Columbia. Debra has deep and rich background with the Roots of Empathy
organization, as an instructor, a mentor and more recently as the Provincial Coordinator for BC.

C2

PART 3 - STANLEY PARK
FIELD TRIP: TALKING
TREES & STORYTELLING
ROOM: TBA

Description and bio same as A2.

CANDACE CAMPO
CEASE WYSS

We Are One
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SESSIONS DAY 1
Sept 29, 2022 Late Afternoon 3:30 - 5:00 PM

C3

PART 2 - FASD AND
SUPPORT STRATEGIES

Description and bio same as B3.

ROOM: TBA
AMY BOBB
LISA LOTHIAN

C4

MINDFULNESS PRACTICE,
HOLISTIC ARTS-BASED
PROGRAM (HAP)
ROOM: TBA

MAGGIE CHOW

Holistic Arts-Based Program (HAP) is an effective 12 weeks arts-based
mindfulness group program that engages children and youth in a
strengths-based and meaningful helping process. The program helps
young people and adult professionals develop self-awareness and
feel better about themselves, learn the healthy expression of feelings
and improve emotion regulation, and develop more effective coping
strategies at home and school. Goals included: Self - awareness,
Expression of feelings, thoughts and behaviours, Developing selfcompassion and empathy, Recognizing and shoring up strengths.

Maggie has been serving the community with inspired art programs for over 30 years. She uses
Art to promote well-being and create a space for social connection. She is an active member of
Expressive Arts Therapy Association, Holistic Arts Based Program and Bateman Nature Sketch
program to promote eco-literacy and an inspired appreciation of the natural world.

We Are One
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SESSIONS DAY 1
Sept 29, 2022 Late Afternoon 3:30 - 5:00 PM

C5

RATTLE BAGS
ROOM: TBA

UNA-ANN MOYER
Extra Fee $45

Rattle Bags made out of Melton wool with a long cord to hold over
your shoulder. They are traditionally worn to hold a dance rattle while
participating or performing in Traditional ceremonies and dances.
Rattle bags are also contemporarily worn like a small shoulder purse
to carry your personal items. These bags have been embellished with
a fused, cut out traditional design of Melton created and cut out by
Una-Ann. In this workshop, participants will stitch around the design
to secure it in place and have a choice to embellish with buttons or
beads if they wish to do so. Materials provided.

Una-Ann is the mother of three. She has worked as a Cultural Presenter and an Aboriginal Support
Worker in the Langley School District for the past twenty years. Una-Ann was a member of the
Fort Langley Artist Group for seven years participating in shows and presentations. See more on
Facebook.
Una-Ann has established herself as an artist and clothing designer. Incorporating her traditional
designs with a contemporary flair she works in various mediums including acrylics, pen and ink,
fabric, leather, metal and cedar. Una-Ann enjoys sharing her knowledge of aboriginal culture and
West Coast art designs with students and teachers. Over the years Una-Ann has been involved
with the traditional ways of the Sto:lo and Coast Salish people. She has learnt how to carve
cedar, weave wool and cedar, as well as drum and sing traditional songs. For seven years she
had participated in the “Pulling Together” and “Tribal Canoe Journeys”. Una-Ann presently lives in
Langley. Her artwork and clothing can be seen at Pow Wow’s, art & craft shows, conferences, and
Aboriginal art exhibitions.

We Are One
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SESSIONS DAY 1
Sept 29, 2022 Late Afternoon 3:30 - 5:00 PM

C6

RE-DEFINING DISABILITY
AND INCLUSION
ROOM: TBA

NIKKI SCOTT
LISE GILLIES

With one in three Indigenous Peoples identifying as having diverse
abilities, whether physical or neuro-diverse, this workshop will draw
on your life experiences as we work together to re-define disability.
Exploring topics of inclusion, identity, accessibility, and why language
matters, Lise will share from her experience within the disability
community from professional, personal and cultural perspectives.
Through open conversation and activities, this dynamic session will
challenge stereotypes, debunk a few myths and delve into the realm of
cultural safety and advocacy through community inclusion initiatives.
Resources will be shared.

Nikki Scott works, lives and plays in Delta, B.C., the traditional territory of the Tsawwassen People.
As the Child Care Coordinator for the BC Association of Aboriginal Friendship Centres, Nikki brings
over 15 years of experience working with and specializing in the early childhood age range.
Through her recent work with the Surrey School District’s Aboriginal Education Department, Nikki
gained extensive experience in project management and valuable understanding in supporting
government agencies, educators, Indigenous children, youth and families, as well as Aboriginal
Friendship Centres.
Having Comanche ancestry, she has spent a number of years as an adult learning to reclaim her
culture and has aspired to gain a solid understanding of Indigenous perspectives, family values
and the knowledge of weaving Indigenous understanding through the work she does.
As a mom to three adult children, Nikki spends most of her spare time hiking with her dogs
and husband in the gorgeous Fraser Valley. If she’s not hiking, you will find her in the backyard
gardening, reading or chasing chickens!
Lise is Cree & Métis (English River FN & Métis Nation in Île-à-la-Crosse, Saskatchewan. After a decade
of working in BC’s largest school district, Surrey, in both Special Education & Aboriginal Education,
she now works with the BC Association of Aboriginal Friendship Centres as the Indigenous Disability
Programs Coordinator. Lise also sits on the Equity, Diversity, Inclusion Board with PHE Canada and
as their Lead, Indigenous Knowledge Mobilization & Exchange. Always quick to love, laugh and
create, Lise identifies as neuro-diverse and is famous for having too many hobbies and unfinished
art projects. She is mama-bear to a 7-year-old daughter Cammie, who is autistic with complex
medical needs and is a fierce advocate for disability rights, inclusion, and doodling/drawing at
work. Lise lives in beautiful Cowichan Tribes territory in Maple Bay (Vancouver Island).

We Are One
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SESSIONS DAY 2

HYBRID STREAM

Sept 30, 2022 Morning 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM

D1

PART 1 - SUPPORTING
CHILDREN WITH ANGER
AND AGGRESSION
ROOM: TBA & ONLINE
AMY BOB
LISA LOTHIA

In this workshop we will provide an understanding of Anger and
aggression from a neurobiological and attachment perspective.
We will aim to dismantle the belief that anger and aggression
are bad behaviours that need to be corrected and instead view
them as normal biological responses. In addition, we will explore
opportunities for helping to support children through these
emotions that will also promote confidence with interventions and
relationship repair strategies.

Bios same as B3

D2

PART 1 - STANLEY PARK
FIELD TRIP: TALKING
TREES & HOW OUTDOOR
EXPERIENCES SUPPORT
CHILDREN WITH TRAUMA
ROOM: TBA
CANDACE CAMPO
KIM HAXTON

Join us for a day of cultural learning on the land. The morning will
be spent with Talaysay Tours in a rich cultural outdoor experience.
Indigenous Cultural Guides will share with you our ancient and
contemporary stories, legends and Indigenous ways of living. The
afternoon will be spent learning with Kim Haxton from Indigeneyez. Kim
has a strong background in trauma work and healing knowledge along
with wilderness therapy which has allowed her to support peoples’
discovery of their internal compass while establishing their relationship
to nature. Lunch provided on-site by Mr. Bannock. Please only sign up
for one field trip over the course of the conference in order to share
these unique opportunities with as many delegates as possible.

Candace’s bio same as A2.

IndigenEYEZ co-founder Kim is Potowatomi from the Wasauksing First Nation in northern Ontario.
With degrees in geography and outdoor recreation, Kim has two decades of experience doing
wilderness therapy and leadership development with aboriginal youth.
After 20 years studying with indigenous healers from Nepal, Thailand, Peru, Venezuela, Mexico,
Belize, Haiti, and North America, Kim has become deeply involved in the healing of community and
individual.
Kim’s extensive work in trauma counselling training has given her the opportunity to work hands-on
with survivors of disaster, whether man-made or natural, whether immediate or ancestral. Paired
with Kim’s trauma work and healing knowledge is a strong background in wilderness therapy that
has allowed her to support peoples’ discovery of their internal compass while establishing their
relationship to nature.

We Are One
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SESSIONS DAY 2
Sept 30, 2022 Morning 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM

D3

BEGINNER BABY
SIGN LANGUAGE

Join Lee Ann to start learning simple sign language skills and how to
incorporate music and sign.

ROOM: TBA
LEE ANN STEYNS
Lee Ann is local Vancouver mom with a background as a preschool teacher, recreation centre class
programmer, parent of two children who has a personal love of sign language. After teaching her first
child American Sign Language, she realized the incredible potential of being able to communicate
easily with her young daughter before she could talk at all. Lee Ann’s daughter was a fussy, colicky baby,
and she was a tired, frustrated mom who desperately wanted to know how to help her child feel better.
Finding a way to communicate became her first objective, and signing worked. Lee Ann’s daughter
responded to her signing at 7 months old, and they never looked back. By 15 months she could sign
40 words. Lee Ann had a strong desire to share this tool with others and so created Signing Babies, an
easy-to-follow program involving beginner ASL signs while singing, rhyming, and playing together. Lee
Ann teaches baby sign language classes for families because she feels passionately about how well
sign language works, and how much successful communication affects the happiness of both little ones
and their caregivers. Everyone wants to be understood.

D4

RAINBOW POWER:
UNDERSTANDING
INTERSECTIONALITY
ROOM: TBA
LIZ BROWN

How do different forms of discrimination intersect or combine for
children, families, and coworkers who are part of the 2SLGBTQIA+
community? In this interactive workshop, we will have an opportunity
to share ideas and collective wisdom about the things we are
doing to ensure that discrimination no longer harms children. We
will engage with songs, drumming, stories, puppets, and personas
to create a joyful and decolonizing approach to gender, gender
identity, and sexual orientation.

Liz is agokwe (two-spirit), Makwa dodem (Bear clan), a member of the Algonquin nation of Pikwàkanagàn,
and has French/Scottish ancestry connecting them to the clan Anderson. A child of the 60s Scoop era,
they have much gratitude for the privilege of living and working in the traditional and unceded territories
of the We Wai Kai, Wei Wai Kum, Kwiakah, and K’omoks First Nations, as well as the combined territory
of 35 Kwakwaka’wakw, Nuu-Cha-Nulth, and coast Salish Nations.
Liz has been an educator for 24 years. They completed their Bachelor of Education at Nipissing University
in 1997 and originally began working with teenagers and adults. In the second half of their career, Liz
discovered their passion for working with children under six and children on the spectrum. Currently
an instructor in the Faculty of Early Childhood Education at North Island College, Liz’s pathways as an
educator are related to social-justice and decolonization, land-based learning, spirituality, creativity,
stories, drumming, and singing. Liz is a member of the First Nations Pedagogies Network and a
contractor for BC Aboriginal Child Care Society.
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SESSIONS DAY 2
Sept 30, 2022 Morning 10:30 AM - 12:30 PM

D5

PART 1 - BANNOCK AND
BANTER GOES LIVE!
HONOURING THE SPIRIT
OF TEWEHIGAN TSAWALK
ROOM: TBA
KINWA BLUESKY

In the spirit of One Heart One Mind, join Kinwa Bluesky, Senior
Manager, Indigenous Initiatives at UBC Human Early Learning
Partnership, as she leads us in a kitchen table-style discussion on
the National Day for Truth and Reconciliation. Please join us for
some laughs, cries, and ways to take action to support meaningful
learnings for all of us - ourselves, children, youth, and communities.
Wear your Orange Shirts proudly, bannock jam stained or not!

Kinwa is Bear Clan and Anishinaabe from the Sandy Lake First Nation and Kitigan Zibi Anishinaabeg.
She comes with sacred feet, and now lives softly on the unceded, traditional territory, and
homelands of the Musqueam Peoples.
Professionally, Kinwa is a Senior Manager, Indigenous Initiatives with Human Early Learning
Partnership who is committed to implementing equitable law, governance, and rights through
social justice, Indigenous, and human rights-based initiatives. At HELP, she manages Indigenous
Initiatives with the support of Faculty and Staff, and under the leadership of the Aboriginal Steering
Committee. She is experienced in managing multiple senior executive governance committees for
non-profits and charities, higher learning institutions, and all-levels of government, including First
Nations and Self-Governing Indigenous Governments. She holds Juris Doctorate and Master of
Laws degrees and is currently a Ph.D. Candidate at UVic’s Faculty of Law. Kinwa is a Peloton online
athlete, a self-confessed Apple fan, and Master LEGO Builder.
HELP kicked off our Bannock & Banter series on November 25th. Over Bannock & Banter, Kinwa
Bluesky, Senior Manager, Indigenous Initiatives, along with Duane Jackson and Elder Reanna
Erasmus, led HELP’ers in conversation about how the United Nations Declaration of the Rights
of the Child, in conjunction with the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples, the Truth and Reconciliation’s Calls to Action, and the Murdered and National Inquiry into
Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls’ Calls for Justice, can provide a framework for
ongoing reconciliation and support our collective efforts to decolonize and empower Indigenous
communities, families, and children. Kinwa shared an understanding of the Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples Calls to Action and some context around its development and how
we can think about it in our daily lives.
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SESSIONS DAY 2
Sept 30, 2022 Morning 10:30 AM - 12:30 PM

D6

LEARNING OUTSIDE
TOGETHER - PROJECT
TEAM, MENTOR AND
PARTICIPANT PERSPECTIVES
ROOM: TBA
ENID ELLIOT, PhD
JENNIE ROBERTS
LEONA ANTOINE

Learning outside together: Incorporating Traditional Wisdom and
Promising Practices to Futureproof Child Care Programs This project
aims to increase knowledge and skills among early care and learning
(ECL) professionals related to outdoor play and to the Indigenous
practices and educational concepts of “land as teacher”. Key activities
include developing an online training and mentorship program,
recruiting participants from across BC, and implementing and evaluating
the resulting program. ECL programs face barriers to spending more
time outdoors due to licensing requirements, available physical space,
and lack of supportive workplace policies. Thus, one goal of the project
is to support participants, via mentors, to enable them to work through
implementation barriers. The legacy goal is to generate evidence,
through the project evaluation, that demonstrates the effectiveness
of the project’s approaches. This evidence would be used to inform,
support, and sustain implementation of these approaches long after
the initial funding period has ended. This three-year project is a joint
partnership between the Early Childhood Educators of BC (ECEBC), the
BC Aboriginal Child Care Society (BCACCS), and SRDC.

Enid is an early childhood educator who has been continually surprised, intrigued and delighted
by the babies, children, families and early childhood educators with whom she has worked, played
and journeyed. She is currently on faculty at Camosun College and is an adjunct professor at
University of Victoria. Enid’s current questions concern the pedagogies that emerge as educators
and children explore/engage deeply with all the layers of the natural/material landscape found
outside school walls, as well as learning from Indigenous worldviews and narratives that honour
our connections with the natural world.
Jennie is Ojibway but, identifies as Stó:lō Xwelxwelmexw and resides on Tzeachten First Nation.
She has been working with children and families for over 35 years. Jennie has a certificate in
Early Childhood Education (ECE) through the University of the Fraser Valley in collaboration with
Seabird Island 2004 (Graduated on Dean’s List). In 2005 she received her Special Needs License to
Practice by attending night classes at the University of the Fraser Valley while working as a Head
Start Coordinator at Seabird Island. Through a Seabird College collaboration with Northern Lights
College, she was able to complete her Infant Toddler/ Early Childhood Education and Care Diploma
in 2016, (graduated on Dean’s List). In 2018, Jennie also completed her Speech and Language
Assistant through Seabird College.
Leona is a member of the Coldwater Indian Band and from the Nlaka’pumux Nation. She is
currently the program manager at Singing Frog Aboriginal Head Start which is located on the
unseeded Coast Salish territory in Vancouver, B.C. It has been an honour and a privileged for her to
share in many teachable as well as experiential moments with children. Parents/caregivers, staff
and community members.
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SESSIONS DAY 2

HYBRID STREAM

Sept 30, 2022 Afternoon 1:30 - 3:00 PM

E1

PART 2 - SUPPORTING
CHILDREN WITH ANGER
AND AGGRESSION

Description and bio same as D1.

ROOM: TBA & ONLINE
AMY BOB
LISA LOTHIA

E2

PART 2 - STANLEY PARK
FIELD TRIP: TALKING
TREES & HOW OUTDOOR
EXPERIENCES SUPPORT
CHILDREN WITH TRAUMA

Description and bio same as D2.

ROOM: TBA
CANDACE CAMPO
KIM HAXTON
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SESSIONS DAY 2
Sept 30, 2022 Afternoon 1:30 - 3:00 PM

E3

PADDLING TOGETHER:
BUILDING A STRONG TEAM
ROOM: TBA
KLARA SCHOENFELD

This participatory, interactive workshop explores and examines the
topics of team building and leadership. Participants will learn about
and discuss strategies and activities to promote teamwork, build a
strong team, and nurture leadership skills in each member of your
team. The session will include handouts as well as group discussions
and activities to promote your knowledge, skills and awareness

Klara is Provincial Child Care Advisor and Coordinator for the Moe National Adaptation Project
with BC Aboriginal Child Care Society. She has many years of experience working with children and
youth in child care centers, forest schools, continuation schools, youth correctional facilities and
homes for street youth in Canada and abroad.

E4

WONDERING WITH WARD
ROOM: TBA
WARD NAKATA

This session will address the questions and interests of the
participants. Meandering through various inquiries, our day will flow
and weave together, using a responsive curriculum with educators
and participants, as we are encouraged to do with the children in our
care. The session will be structured around a framework of the 3 R’s:
Relational Practice, Responsive Curriculum, and Reflective Practice.
This unique workshop engages participants in a communal learning
environment through discussion, videos, photos, personal reflection,
and group problem solving.

Ward has worked in childcare for over 30 years and currently manages the Seedlings Early
Childhood Development Hub for Aspire Richmond. Ward has decades of experience working with
children and their families, with a focus on children under 3 years. He has presented workshops
throughout the province and has been a guest speaker at various institutions as well. Ward is a
past Board Director of ECEBC where he has proudly served for the past seven years. He has three
children and a partner who also is an Early Childhood Educator.
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SESSIONS DAY 2
Sept 30, 2022 Afternoon 1:30 - 3:00 PM

E5

PART 2 - BANNOCK AND
BANTER GOES LIVE!
HONOURING THE SPIRIT OF
TEWEHIGAN TSAWALK

This afternoon session will focus on guided-reflection small circle
work. Let the bantering continue on the key themes participants
shared from the morning’s reflections. Let’s deepen our connection,
commitment, and strength to do our collective work in a good way.

ROOM: TBA
KINWA BLUESKY
Bio same as D5.

E6

FIRST NATIONS
PEDAGOGIES NETWORK
ROOM: TBA

FIRST NATIONS
PEDAGOGIES NETWORK TEAM

Hosted by the BC Aboriginal Child Care Society (BCACCS) and working
with the Early Childhood Pedagogy Network (ECPN), the FNPN is
a unique program of support, creation and sharing of distinctly
First Nations ways of supporting children, families, cultures and
communities. In this workshop FNPN members invite you to be part
of a conversation to learn and share different pathways to document
and revitalize resurgent and emerging practices in Indigenous ELCC,
on First Nations terms.

FNPN members cultivate relationships with educators, Elders, and other community members to
strengthen Indigenous cultures in ECE, in fidelity to Indigenous rights to autonomy and cultural
continuity, renewal and resurgence.
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SESSIONS DAY 2
Sept 30, 2022 Late Afternoon 3:30 - 5:00 PM

F1

A VALUES BASED LENS
ON BUILDING HEALTHIER
WORKPLACES
ROOM: TBA & ONLINE
WAREN HOOLEY

Take a moment to reflect on how much you were raised to value
‘productivity’. At its core productivity is a wonderful and important
part of any society or individual’s life. Pushed too far however, overproductivity can lead to a wide range of negative side effects such as
burnout, lack of relationship building or limited patience to name a
few. When time and energy isn’t being invested into other values like
selfcare or relationship building, things can become out of balance.

HYBRID STREAM

In this workshop we will explore what values we tend to prioritize
in the work place of the ‘Western World’ and its impact. Using value
reflection charts and group breakout conversations we will take a
deeper look at what other values could bring more balance to our
lives and the systems we are a part of.
Warren is a 36-year-old man from the (Okanagan) Territory in Penticton, British Columbia. Having
mixed roots of Okanagan, English and Ukrainian and growing up in both western and indigenous
worlds, Warren sees himself as a bridge, helping both sides move from polarity to deeper
connection. For the past 10 years, Warren has passionately facilitated over 2000 workshops on the
topics of Compassionate Communication, Indigenous ‘Allyship’ and Decolonization. Today, living
in Vancouver BC, Warren is dedicated to helping create a world where everyone can thrive and
succeed to their own definition. His work is focused on teaching the tangible skills for healthy,
happy and sustainable relationships.

F2

PART 3 - STANLEY PARK
FIELD TRIP: TALKING
TREES & HOW OUTDOOR
EXPERIENCES SUPPORT
CHILDREN WITH TRAUMA

Description and bio same as D2.

ROOM: TBA
CANDACE CAMPO
KIM HAXTON
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SESSIONS DAY 2
Sept 30, 2022 Late Afternoon 3:30 - 5:00 PM

F3

SUPPORTING
INDIGENOUS CHILDREN
& FAMILIES WITH AUTISM
AND DEVELOPMENTAL
DISABILITIES
ROOM: TBA
RONA STERLING-COLLINS

The Facilitator will share her family’s journey with autism from a
wholistic perspective utilizing the medicine wheel. She will also
discuss the realities of many Indigenous children and families with
disabilities. The Facilitator will also share some highlights from
research work on autism and disabilities from her Nation. She will
share ideas and strategies that would be helpful in supporting
Indigenous children and families with disabilities and challenges.
She will also talk briefly about a decolonized approach to working
with Indigenous families. There will be time for group discussion and
questions/answers.

Bio same as B5.

F4

ORANGE T-SHIRT
BEADED PIN:
HONOURING NATIONAL
RECONCILIATION DAY
ROOM: TBA
UNA-ANN MOYER

Phyllis (Jack) Webstad was 6 years old in 1973 and going away to
a residential school for the first time. Her grandmother saved up
and bought her a beautiful, shiny orange shirt to wear. Those who
worked at the school stripped her of the bright-coloured gift and
never gave it back. That shirt became a symbol of her trauma and
heartbreak. She turned it into a symbol of healing. Orange Shirt Day
began in 2013 on September 30. In 2021, the day became known as
the Day of Truth and Reconciliation. It is a day for many Canadians
to learn and reflect on our shared history, in the hopes to begin
healing. Beading is a medicine and healing; Beading is a symbol of
Indigenous resiliency. Beading circles have been a key communal
space for the intergenerational teaching of traditional skills and oral
histories, and the sharing of stories, ideas, and deep reflections.

Bio same as C5.
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SESSIONS DAY 2
Sept 30, 2022 Late Afternoon 3:30 - 5:00 PM

F5

LEARNING THE GAME
“SLAHAL”
ROOM: TBA
MAVIS SAM PIERRE

Slahal is a gambling game of the indigenous peoples. It is also known
as stickgame, bonegame, bloodless war game, handgame, or a name
specific to each language. The game was and still is played by First
Nations across North America, sometimes the game was allowed
just for fun, sometimes it was played to settle an argument, and
sometimes it was used to prevent a conflict between two Nations. It’s
a game that scientifically goes back to the Ice Age here in Coast Salish
territory. “It was invented to replace war. So rather than going to war
and fighting the ancestors just simply played the game. Whoever won
the game, won whatever it is they were fighting over.” Now there are
tournament where whole community are involved

Mavis from the Katzie Nation. She is the daughter of the late Respected Elder, drummer and teacher,
Dean Sam of the Tsartlip First Nation; and Collen Pierre of Katzie First Nation, Elder, Leader and
Cultural Teacher.
Her parents gave her a pride and extensive knowledge of ceremonies, songs, and traditions in her
culture. After her father’s passing, she now carries on as a knowledge keeper, singer, and community
organizer. She is requested often to performs her songs at events and ceremonies across the Fraser
Valley region including the traditional welcome on the unceded territories of the Katzie peoples.
She is presenter at many schools’ district to share her knowledge on drum making , beading, Slahal
and cultural teachings from her nation. Mavis is always available to any Indigenous community
and non-Indigenous to help, support and teach. She loves to bead and designs beaded jewelry.
People would often request her for work to order which inspired her to start a home business.

F6

ROLE OF THE EDUCATOR
POSITION PAPER
ROOM: TBA
ECEBC & BCACCS TEAMS

We Are One

Join ECEBC and BCACCS as we collectively engage with the Role of
the Educator Position paper. We will further explore how this paper
envisions and shifts the narrative of the image of the educator and
our nuanced and situated professional role. This workshop will
also include examples/voices of how the paper has activated local
community-based conversations, inquiry, and projects.
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SESSIONS DAY 3
October 1, 2022 Morning 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM

G1

STORYTELLING WITH
CULTURAL SAFETY
ROOM: TBA & ONLINE
ERNIE CARDINAL

This workshop was created to start discussion, and understanding, of
the two-tier system that is prevalent in our health care system. These
discussions touch on Cultural Safety, Deconstructing Colonization,
and giving a face to these biases and racism through the life testimony
from the facilitator.

HYBRID STREAM

This workshop was originally designed for the Fraser Northwest
Division of Family Practice’s Clinics in their goal toward reconciliation.
However, these topics are transferable and applicable for practitioners
working in the Court system or Child Services fields.
Ernie is a Humble Cree man who has dedicated his life to helping inter-city street youth and
Aboriginal families in crisis. Ernie has spent the past 30 years supporting the most vulnerable
and marginalized people in the Lower Mainland. He is an active keynote speaker and workshop
presenter on colonization and the adverse effects it has on the Indigenous community. Ernie can
accomplish this by balancing his traditional Cree upbringing with a solid educational background,
as he holds an Advanced Certification in Co-Occurring Disorders, a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Child
and Youth Care Counselling with a specialization in the Aboriginal Stream, as well as, Certification in
Native Family and Community Counselling and Native Youth Work. Ernie is currently the Indigenous
Cultural Liaison Advisor and Youth Program Manager for Spirit of the Children Society. Ernie also
teaches traditional indigenous parenting and facilitates a traditional men’s talking circle for the
Fraser River Indigenous Society.

G2

FIELD TRIP*: TERRA NOVA
NATURE SCHOOL
ROOM: TBA

Terra Nova Nature School offers educational programs for children
and families in an outdoor setting using an emergent and placebased curriculum. Terra Nova Nature School is inspired by the
schools of Reggio Emilia and the Forest School movement.

TERRA NOVA
One of the program staff will help guide you.

We Are One
*Please only sign up for one field trip over the course of the conference in order to share these unique
opportunities with as many delegates as possible.
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G3

PART 1- COLLABORATIVE
CONVERSATIONS:
THE POWER OF WORDS

In this interactive presentation, learn how to navigate challenging
conversations and transform barriers into opportunities for collaboration, understanding and action.

ROOM: TBA
CAROL ANN FRIED
Carol Ann Fried, of Friedom Training and Coaching Services, has been leading seminars and
consulting with business, education, health, government and the helping professions for over
twenty years. She is a master trainer and motivational speaker. Frequently interviewed for radio,
television and newspapers, Carol Ann has enjoyed faculty appointments at the Universities of British
Columbia and McGill. Carol Ann obtained her Masters of Education in Counselling Psychology from
McGill University in Montreal. She has also taught Graduate Students in Counselling Psychology
at the University of British Columbia. She received her B.A. (Honours) in three areas of study:
Psychology, Sociology and Romance Languages from Dalhousie University in Nova Scotia.
She is the proud recipient of the coveted second prize in CBC Radio’s world-famous answering
machine contest and has been featured on CTV’s “Live It Up!”. Carol Ann’s latest creative foray is
into the world of improvisational theatre, where she is co-founder and performs with Vancouver
Playback Theatre Troupe. She absolutely adores Galiano and Salt Spring Island, singing harmony,
and pets of any kind - dogs especially. Born and raised in Halifax, Carol Ann lived fourteen years in
Montreal, and has been in Vancouver since 1986. Carol Ann (who also answers to “The Empress”)
exudes a natural creativity of mind and spirit that stimulates a motivational learning experience.
Her sessions are invariably hailed as practical, dynamic and fun.

G4

PART 1 - THE HEART BEAT
OF INDIGENOUS CULTURE
& PEOPLE: CHILD SIZE
DRUM MAKING

Traditional drum making, learn the teachings and proper care as
well purpose of a hand drum. Made of deer hide, pine/or cedar rim
and sinew. Child size 8” - 10” deer hide.

ROOM: TBA
MAVIS SAM PIERRE
Extra Fee $45
Bio same as F5.
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G5

MAACHI KASHKIHTOW
MAMAWII: LEARNING
TOGETHER, SHARING
MÉTIS CULTURE
ROOM: TBA
SASHA ROCHON
PAWANDEEP MANN

MNBC Ministry of Education presents a workshop in understanding,
identifying, and supporting Métis children and culture in early years
programming. Through an interactive workshop, facilitators will
share information on Métis history and culture in Canada and will
demonstrate how to incorporate cultural items into early years
programs and activities in order to ensure children learn more
about the Métis culture. Participants and facilitators will encompass
and reflect on the Métis core values while focusing on relationships,
connectivity and collaboration of knowledge and learning.

Sasha Rochon (Kîsik Iskwêw, Sky Woman) is une Femme Michif otipêmisiw ( a self-governing Mètis
woman) Her family names include Le plante, Gladu, Nault, Ferguson and Andrews.
For over 15 years, Sasha has worked with children of all ages supporting them to nurture their
creativity, and wellness. She has worked to hold space for kids to explore their identities and lived
experience through movement and dance. In her own time Sasha practices traditional Mètis art
forms and is growing her knowledge of the Michif and hand talk language, plant medicine, and
land kinship.
Pawandeep has worked with children and families in the Early Childhood Education field for 12
years. Her interest in Métis culture grew from her youth when she experienced Fort Langley which
led her to a Bachelor of Arts in English and History. She now works as an ally to MNBC helping
promote Metis culture and also continue her learning journey.

G6

AN INDIGENOUS
APPROACH TO EQUITY
LITERACY IN EARLY
LEARNING AND CHILD
CARE PROJECT
ROOM: TBA
ACCRR TEAM

We Are One

Join us to learn about newly developed training through the
Aboriginal Child Care Resource and Referral Team. The An Indigenous
Approach to Equity Literacy in Early Learning and Child Care (ELCC)
project aims to develop innovative resources for Indigenous and
non-Indigenous educators and early learners (0 to 8 years) that will
meet the need for antiracist and social justice pedagogies in ELCC,
especially as they relate to cultural inequities and systemic racism
faced by Indigenous children in BC. Our team is very passionate
about this work and we look forward to releasing this new training
in the fall of 2022.
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SESSIONS DAY 3
October 1, 2022 Afternoon 12:45 - 2:00 PM

H1

INDIGENOUS TRAUMA
& EQUITY INFORMED
PRACTICE IN EARLY YEARS
ROOM: TBA & ONLINE

HYBRID STREAM

LEN PIERRE

This course aims at expanding social perception on the missing
context not usually covered in ‘trauma-informed care’ workshops.
This session will focus on centering Indigenous perspectives on the
change needed and required to go beyond being “informed”.
Main Conversation/Ideas:
Explore the relationship between colonialism, state violence against
Indigenous peoples, and Indigenous specific trauma today.
Weave Indigenous resistance, resilience, resurgence, and equityoriented approaches into professional practice.

Len Pierre is Coast Salish from Katzie (kate-zee) First Nation. Len is an educator, consultant, TEDx
Speaker, social activist, traditional knowledge keeper, and cultural practitioner. He has completed
his Master of Education degree from Simon Fraser University focusing on curriculum and instructional
design. His experience includes Indigenous education and program leadership from various health
organizations, including the First Nations Health Authority, Fraser Health Authority, and the Canadian
Centre for Mental Health and Addiction. As an agent for change, Len leads and advises for systemic
transformation in universities across North America. He specializes in the development of educational
programs and services with decolonization and reconciliation as its core values. He comes to us with
an open heart and open mind, and hopes to be received in the same way.

H2

PART 2 - COLLABORATIVE
CONVERSATIONS:
THE POWER OF WORDS

Description and bio same as G3.

ROOM: TBA
CAROL ANN FRIED

H3

PART 2 - THE HEART BEAT
OF INDIGENOUS CULTURE
& PEOPLE: DRUM MAKING
[CHILD SIZE]

Description and bio same as G4.

ROOM: TBA
MAVIS SAM PIERRE
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SPONSORS

THIS EVENT WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE WITHOUT THE
GENEROSITY OF OUR SPONSORS.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT.

This initiative is funded through the Canada-British Columbia Early
Learning and Child Care (ELCC) Agreement
between the Government of Canada and the Province of British Columbia,
in partnership with the Westcoast
Child Care Resource Centre (WCCRC), the agency responsible for
administering the funds.
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THANKS

It has been a challenging few years, but they have led to innovation and change
that we are grateful for. We thank everyone who is able to participate in-person at our first hybrid training event. We know travel can be a difficult thing
to navigate at this time and we appreciate that you have spent the time to be
on-site and worked to keep your fellow participants healthy and safe. We are
also thankful to everyone who joined us online, for taking a risk to join a hybrid
event, and welcoming the opportunity to learn in a virtual space.
We would like to acknowledge the board, staff and volunteers who help make
this conference happen. Without their support, experience, and amazing cando attitudes we would not be able to host such a smooth and engaging event.
We are so glad that we could host the Trade Fair again this year. We thank all
the vendors and organizations for sharing information and bringing joy to our
delegates.
We are so grateful to the wonderful keynotes, guests, and presenters that joined
us this year to ensure the conference was inspiring and supported participants
to be creative and re-energize.
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VENUE MAP
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Thank You
For Joining Us

September 29 – October 1, 2022
WWW.ACC-SOCIETY.BC.CA

